Abstract The paper reports work to create believable autonomous Non Player Characters in Video games in general and educational role play games in particular. It aims to increase their ability to respond appropriately to the player's actions both cognitively and emotionally by integrating two models: the cognitive appraisal-based FAtiMA architecture, and the drives-based PSI model. We discuss the modelling of adaptive affective autonomous characters based on a biologically-inspired theory of human action regulation taking into account perception, motivation, emotions, memory, learning and planning. These agents populate an educational Role Playing Game, ORIENT (Overcoming Refugee Integration with Empathic Novel Technology) dealing with the cultural-awareness problem for children aged 13-14.
the appearance of games using artificial life (A-Life) techniques, for example the Sims. 1 Characters in the Sims have various motivations and needs with 'smart terrain' in the game environment guiding their actions in various ways to satisfy those needs. Producing more responsive and competent Non Player Characters (NPCs), for example in Computer-based Role-Play Games (CRPGs), would expand their role beyond that of mere tactical enemies. It could lead to the emergence of games where challenges stem from social interactions with these characters rather than only from competition.
NPCs in computer games vary in importance and may play roles as bystanders, allies of or competitors with the player in the game's fictional world. Unfortunately, their behaviour is so far usually scripted and automatic, defined by finite state machines (FSMs) in which specific actions are triggered by certain actions of or dialogue with the player. The designer makes use of tricks to force players through essentially linear stories. While FSMs are a good way of specifying pre-determined sequential behaviour, they are insensitive to contextual change, so that in general an NPC will perform the same action in response to the player no matter what else has happened since the previous occurrence. This tends to produce gameplay that is repetitive and thus unnatural.
A few games, such as Blade Runner [2] incorporated a crude autonomy, with simple goals and dynamic scripting into their NPCs and story line, but these are extremely narrow goals supported by very limited sets of behaviours. A more advanced and recent example would be Fallout3. 2 Traditional methods-FSMs and rule based systems-are still adopted to create these somewhat autonomous NPCs. However establishing the finite states and rules can be very tedious. The designer has to figure out all the possible branches of the game and the programmer must then implement the correct behaviour for the NPCs and the game world. The task is further complicated by the increasing complexity and scale of current CRPGs and a trend toward a more open-ended gameplay which could easily lead to an explosion in the number of states and rules required. As the size of states and rules sets increase, the debugging and maintenance tasks also become harder. Hence, it would be desirable for some of this burden to be offloaded from the designer's shoulder [3] .
A way to achieve this is by adding 'real' autonomy to NPCs through an intelligent planning capability, thus requiring only specification of high-level goals with the characters' reasoning engine or planner taking care of low-level details to achieve these goals. A rare example of a game utilizing planning is the first-person shooter F.E.A.R. [3] . Relationships between goals and actions are established through symbolic representation of the goal states and action preconditions and effects without the need for explicit rules to handle different situations in the game. As explicit specification of transitions is not required, this method generates a more comprehensible representation compared to the traditional approaches, particularly when the number of game branches increases. The decoupling of goals and actions allows different NPCs to satisfy goals in different ways and allows layering of simple behaviours to create complex behaviour. Using this approach, NPCs are able to dynamically react to player actions and pro-actively make decisions in reasonable and realistic ways. This produces more intelligent behaviour while designers now only have to consider what the NPCs can do, not when and how NPCs decide to do it.
In order to establish a natural interaction between NPCs and a player, NPCs should behave adaptively and believably. Natural interaction is very important because it transforms the challenge of a game from a technical one to an interpersonal one, and thus may increase both the enjoyment and the engagement of players. The focus of the human perception of believability is on the social and emotional dimension of these NPCs. Bates [4] claimed that the most significant requirement for believability in computer characters is appropriately timed and clearly expressed emotions. This is because emotions play a critical role in processes such as rational decision-making, perception, human interaction, human creativity and human intelligence [5] . Characters that are able to express their feelings and can react emotionally to events are more 'life-like' and are more likely to create a 'suspension of disbelief' [6] -the illusion that NPCs are in some sense 'alive'-in players. "The question is not whether intelligent machines can have any emotions, but whether machines can be intelligent without any emotions" ( [7] ). Furthermore, Damasio [8] provides neurological support for the idea that there is no 'pure reason' in the healthy human brain but emotions are vital for healthy rational human thinking and behaviour.
However, emotion alone is insufficient if the resulting NPCs do not learn from experience and do not adapt to their environmental circumstances or the player's actions. In order to survive in a dynamic environment, NPCs need to cope with uncertainty, react to unanticipated events and recover dynamically in the case of poor decisions. An action regulation mechanism is needed that drives an NPC's behaviour and emotions so that it behaves in ways a human might expect. Plausible and consistent behaviour creates an impression of personality in an NPC [9] and according to the famous Bugs Bunny animator, Chuck Jones, personality is what gives a character life [10] .
A motivational system, the most basic system for maintaining internal equilibrium in humans and animals, can provide the required mechanism. Although motivations and needs were employed in early A-Life games, they were not combined with more advanced techniques such as planning or emotional control systems. Our contribution is to combine the motivations and needs of the PSI model with the planning and cognitive appraisal mechanisms of the FAtiMA architecture, leveraging and combining the advantages of both.
Some examples of autonomous agents with emotions can be found in the area of education [11, 12] , social simulation [13, 14] and therapy [15] . However, up-to-date, affective autonomous agents that are capable of improvisational actions, appear to be able to 'think', and have desires, motivations, emotions, personality and goals of their own, are still rare in computer games. In this paper, we discuss our approach-combining motivation, emotion and cognition-to create adaptive affective autonomous NPCs that are designed to interact socially with players. The main aim is to create NPCs that are able to learn from experience, at the same time exhibiting behavioural variation through adaptation to different environmental circumstances and its current needs. We start by a short discussion on educational role playing game. This is followed by a review of some related work. Next we describe in detail the ORIENT agent mind architecture by first mentioning the inspirations to the architecture and then exposing the implementation details. Section 5 presents an interaction simulation using the proposed architecture and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
Educational role playing games
Researchers point out that play is a primary socialization and learning mechanism common to all human cultures and many animal species. "Lions do not learn to hunt through direct instruction but through modelling and play" [16] . Serious Games are effective because According to Piaget and Lewin [17, 18] , the social interaction that takes place in educational role-play (RP) acts as a stimulus for changing existing beliefs and behaviour. Role-play supports the creation of knowledge and meaning from concrete-though imagined-experiences [19] and uses social interaction and emotional engagement as mechanisms for a learner-centred constructivist approach. Thus, the study of cultural difference can be made exciting through an educational role play game. For instance, one in which the student is a space command member who must master the patterns of behaviour of an alien culture and pass as their friend within a digitally simulated world. The students will have interesting missions to keep them motivated and engaged. This approach shifts the students' cognitive effort from reading the educational content to hands-on experience of achieving compelling goals. Members of a team can cooperate with each other to solve the team's conflicts with other agents, whether a player from another team or an NPC. Such an opponent must be perceivable as endowed with a personality, appear believable and behave appropriately if the player is to be able to suspend disbelief in the way engagement with the storyworld requires. This in turn will lead to an enhanced learning experience [20] .
In ORIENT, 3 our game world is designed with just such concept in mind. It is an interactive computer assisted role-playing game where three players act as visitors to a foreign planet, ORIENT, that is inhabited by an alien race, Sprytes, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The main aim of the game is to promote cultural-awareness and integration of refugee/immigrant children in schools. It enables social and emotional learning in a secure social setting-virtual environment-and employs immersive devices as the interaction modalities [21] . The players' mission is to save the planet from a meteorite that is on a destruction course. In order to achieve this goal, the players have to cooperate with each other and the alien inhabitants, which means integrating themselves into the Spryte's culture [22] which has been designed using Hofstede's cultural dimensions [23] . They will have to learn to appreciate the cultural differences and exhibit acceptable social behaviour to gain the Sprytes' cooperation. The users will witness the Sprytes eating habits, life cycles, educational styles, family formation and value system [24] during the game. Since the game incorporates a social setting, each NPC must be able to establish social relationships with other NPCs and the players to ensure successful collaboration.
The ability to empathize, that is, to detect the internal states of others and to share their experience, is vital to the formation of long-term relationships [25] which in our case refers to social relationships that involve repeated interactions between two entities. According to Hogan [26] "…empathy means the intellectual or imaginative apprehension of another's condition or state of mind without actually experiencing that person's feelings…" (cognitive empathy), whereas Hoffman [27] posits that "…empathy [is] a vicarious affective response to others…" (affective empathy). Since enhancement of integration in a cultural group relies both on the understanding of the internal states of the persons involved and their affective engagement, both cognitive and affective empathy are relevant in ORIENT. Additionally, previous experience is crucial in maintaining long-term social relationships, which means a requirement for an autobiographic memory [28] is inevitable. Autobiographic memory stores significant context-based information about previous encounters, allowing rich recollective experience, useful as a guide to future interaction. Through an ability to retrieve relevant previous experiences from its autobiographic memory, an NPC is able to react or adapt sensibly to a similar future situation. Thus, ORIENT provides a good case study for modelling NPCs with adaptive and improvisational capabilities, that possess autobiographical memory, individual personality and show empathy.
Related work
Much work has been carried out on developing agents with autonomous capabilities (e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). As discussed above, emotion plays an important role, acting as an evaluation mechanism on performance, filtering relevant data from noisy sources, and providing a global management mechanism for other cognitive capabilities and processes. These are significant abilities when operating in complex real environments [29] . New emotional models are still being developed, therefore to explore all of them here is not feasible. Hence, only architectures that are relevant to this research are reviewed. Some of this work focuses on more physiological aspects while some focuses instead on cognitive aspects of human action regulation. It is in combining these two approaches that we make our own contribution.
Examples of existing physiological architectures are those by Cañamero [30] , Velásquez [31] , Blumberg [32] and Pezzulo and Calvi [33] . Cañamero's architecture relies on both motivations and emotions to perform behaviour selection for an autonomous creature. Velásquez developed a comprehensive architecture of emotion based on Izard's four-layer model [34] , focusing on the neural mechanisms underlying emotional processing. Blumberg developed an animated dog, Silas, that has a simple mechanism of action-selection and learning combining the perspectives of ethology and classical animation. A more recent implementation of the model is AlphaWolf [13] , capturing a subset of the social behaviour of wild wolves. Pezzulo and Calvi [33] implemented an agent architecture focusing on modulatory influences of motivations on behaviour including a sensorimotor system-perceptual and motor schemas; and a motivational system-drives. All these architectures are useful for developing agents that have only existential needs and behave reactively, but are too low level for characters which require planning and storytelling capabilities as in ORIENT. Another problem of these architectures is that the resulting agents do not show emotional responses to novel situations because all behaviours are hard-coded.
An important feature neglected by the physiological approaches is that emotions involve evaluations. The specific nature of the individual's emotion is a function of their appraisal of the situation as having some significance to themselves. The concept of appraisal was first introduced by Arnold [35] . She defined emotions as 'felt action tendencies' that characterise experience and differentiate it from mere feelings of pleasantness or unpleasantness. The OCC cognitive theory of emotions [36] is one of the most used emotion appraisal models in current emotion synthesis systems. The authors view emotions as valenced reactions that result from three types of subjective appraisals: the appraisal of the desirability of events with respect to the agent's goals, the appraisal of the praiseworthiness of the actions of the agent or another agent with respect to a set of standards for behaviour, and the appraisal of the appealingness of objects with respect to the attitudes of the agent. Numerous implementations of the theory exist, aimed at producing agents with a broad set of capabilities, including goal-directed and reactive behaviour, emotional state and social knowledge. These begin with the Affective Reasoner architecture [37] and the Em component [38] of the Hap architecture [39] , with later implementations including EMA [40] , FAtiMA (FearNot! Affective Mind Architecture) [41] , and many more.
In order to create purely autonomous agents, we argue that a hybrid architecture combining both physiological and cognitive aspects is required. The agent's cognitive processes should result from lower-level physiological processing and the outcome of cognitive processes should influence the agent's bodily states, producing complex behaviours that can be termed emotional. This is supported by Damasio's proposal of the existence of a body-mind loop in emotional situations [8] . Opposing appraisal theories, Izard [34] provided evidence that using cognitive processes alone to explain emotion activation is incomplete. He took cognitive processes as one of several factors that influence emotion generation rather than as a necessary or sufficient factor. Affirming this view, psychologist Dietrich Dörner proposed the 'PSI' theory [42, 43] , integrating cognition, emotion and motivation for human action regulation. The 'PSI' theory is based on the argument that humans are motivated emotionalcognitive beings. Some other examples of this type of architecture are those by Sloman [44] , Jones [45] and Oliveira [29] .
At the center of deliberative agent architectures lies the BDI (Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) model [46] that has its roots in the theory of practical reasoning, involving two main processes: deliberation (deciding what states of affairs we want to achieve) and means-ends reasoning (deciding how to achieve these states of affairs). This architecture provides a separation between plan selection and execution allowing BDI agents to balance the time spent deliberating about plans and executing those plans. A BDI agent derives intentions from its beliefs and desires. It then selects a set of actions to achieve these intentions. Thus, desires are the main source of behaviour but this in itself offers no ground rules to help authors in designing agents with believable behaviour.
The problem of the BDI model is that it is only concerned with the connection between deliberation and means-ends reasoning to achieve practical reasoning, and it does not provide any theoretical ground to answer question such as: What should be an agent's desires (and why)? Why should one desire be preferred over another? These questions correspond to the functions options and filter which are clearly unspecified in the BDI model. Additionally, BDI agents usually do not learn from experience or adapt to their interaction environment. These issues must be overcome because the reason why a character pursues a given goal is as important as achieving the goal if we want the viewers to understand that the actions of the character are driven by its internal state [6] .
ORIENT agent mind

Inspiration
FAtiMA
The ORIENT agent mind (i.e. the program that controls the behaviour of its NPCs) is built upon FAtiMA [41] architecture applied in FearNot!v2.0. FAtiMA was developed with the goal of creating believable synthetic characters, where emotions and personality play a major role in the character's decision making processes and are visible through the character's actions. FAtiMA was an extension of a BDI architecture and has a reactive and a deliberative appraisal and action selection layer as shown in Fig. 2 .
The reactive appraisal process matches events 4 with a set of predefined emotional reaction rules providing a fast mechanism to appraise and react to a certain situation. An emotional reaction rule associates an external event to OCC's appraisal variables: desirability of the event, desirability for others and praiseworthiness of the action. The exact value of the variables for each rule is authored beforehand. These variables are then used according to the OCC theory to generate a wide range of emotions from Joy and Distress to Pity and Anger. The deliberative appraisal layer generates emotions by looking at the state of current intentions, more concretely whether an intention was achieved or failed, or the likelihood of success or failure. Together, the deliberative and reactive appraisal handle all of OCC's 22 emotions.
After the appraisal phase, both reactive and deliberative components perform practical reasoning. The reactive layer uses simple and fast rules that directly associate emotions to single actions. These rules, named action tendencies, define a character's impulsive reactions to particular emotional states (e.g. crying when very distressed, kicking an object when angry), that he does without thinking. On the other hand, the deliberative layer uses BDI-like deliberation and means-ends reasoning processes, hence takes longer to react but allows a more sequentially complex and goal-oriented behaviour.
The deliberative layer follows deliberation and practical reasoning processes as structured by the BDI model. All behaviour is driven by defined goals, which correspond to desires in BDI terminology. There is one additional difference from the generic BDI model in which intentions are only created after the filtering function. Once a goal becomes active, an intention to achieve it is created immediately (representing a commitment to achieve the goal) and the filtering process just decides which of the committed intentions will be selected first for execution.
FAtiMA uses two types of OCC goals: the active-pursuit goal and the interest goal, both defined for each character in XML files following a specific grammar (for some examples, refer Tables 1, 2 and 3) . Active-pursuit goals represent goals that the character actively pursues to achieve a certain state (e.g. going to the cinema to watch a movie) while interest goals are goals that the character continuously maintains to avoid threatening situations (e.g. to stay healthy).
An active-pursuit goal is activated only if its start conditions are all satisfied and contains the attributes listed in Table 1 .
The success conditions represent the world state that the agent desires to attain. If all these conditions are verified, the goal is considered achieved. If any of the goal's failure conditions become true while the goal is active, it automatically fails and the intention to Specifies the effects that the goal will have on the agent's or another agent's energy, integrity and affiliation drives if the goal succeeds achieve this goal is removed. OCC distinguishes between the importance of the success of a goal and the importance of its failure. Suppose that a character has a goal of parachuting; if it thinks that it will be successful in performing the goal, it will not feel great satisfaction (low ImportanceOfSuccess), but if the character thinks it will fail to parachute, it will feel tremendously afraid (high ImportanceOfFailure). Both these variables are important to achieve different intensities (Hope and Fear) for the same goal. The strength of the emotions are used to select between competing goals for planning and execution, the rationale being that the goals generating the strongest emotions are the most relevant ones. An interest goal has attributes as listed in Table 2 . An interest goal's ProtectedConditions are always checked during planning-this type of goal is used for example to model not wanting to be hurt.
FAtiMA has a continuous planner [47] that is capable of partial order planning and includes both problem-focused and emotion-focused coping [48] in plan execution. Additionally, it appraises events to generate emotions and this information is stored in the autobiographic memory [49] for future reference. Problem-focused coping occurs when a character acts on the environment to tackle a situation. It involves planning a set of actions that achieve a desired result and executing those actions. On the other hand, emotion-focused coping works by changing the agent's interpretation of circumstances, that is, lowering strong negative emotions for example, by lowering the importance of goals, a coping strategy used often by humans when problem focused coping has a low chance of success.
The main reason for choosing FAtiMA over other agent architectures such as EMA [40] and ALMA [50] , is that it combines an OCC-based cognitive appraisal mechanism [36] with a continuous planner that implements problem-focused and emotion-focused coping. These two styles of coping behavior [51] support both action in the external world as a result of an emotion (problem-focused) and internal reorganisation of actions and goals in response to emotional-changes (emotion-focused).
The OCC model includes emotions that concern behavioural standards and social relationships based on like/dislike, praiseworthiness and desirability for others, and thus it allows appraisal processes that take into consideration cultural and social aspects, very important for ORIENT agents [22, 52] . Additional technical reasons lead us to prefer FAtiMA. For instance, FAtiMA was already integrated with the graphical engine used to build ORIENT, OGRE3D, 5 which allowed for a faster development of the application.
Another advantage of OCC theory is that it provides us with a simple means for modelling empathic emotions by taking into consideration appraisals of events regarding the consequences for others. It is-as far as we know-the only model that provides a formal description of non-parallel affective empathic outcomes (i.e. emotions that take a bad relationship between one agent and another into account, e.g. gloating and resentment). However, the number of empathic emotional outcomes described in OCC: happy-for, resentment, gloating and pity is limited.
On the negative side, FAtiMA does not take into account the physiological aspects of emotion. Furthermore, since it follows the BDI model closely and does not extend it with additional concepts that justify the appearance of goals/desires, FAtiMA faces the known problems of the BDI model.
FAtiMA characters are relatively complex to author, requiring XML definitions of goals, emotional reactions, actions and effects, and action tendencies, so that the final behaviour of the characters is as intended. This is a difficult process because it is not easy to understand the interaction between distinct components such as goals and actions; and there is usually no obvious theoretical reason for defining values such as the importance of success/failure of goals and desirability of events. Thus authors have to assign somewhat ad hoc values that seem reasonable and adjust them by trying out the agent's behaviour and seeing if it corresponds to what they intended. The character's personality is defined by a set of goals, a set of emotional rules, the character's action tendencies, emotional thresholds and decay rates for each of the OCC emotion types [41] . Because of this large set of interacting factors, it is tedious to achieve a certain personality for a character.
Moreover, scripting all these values reduces the dynamism of some of the core aspects modelled, resulting in agents that are not adaptive and do not learn from experience. The character will always have the same goals and the same reactions regardless of the situation it is in. For example, eating is always desirable no matter whether the character has just eaten or not. If all characters behaved in the same way they would surely not be believable. Therefore, we looked for a theoretical framework that would help us achieve some of these behaviours without explicit authoring and a feedback mechanism that allows our agents to adapt to different situations.
PSI
We considered the PSI model [42] , a psychologically founded model that incorporates all the basic components of human action regulation: perception, motivation, cognition, memory, learning and emotions, as shown in Fig. 3 . It allows for modelling autonomous agents that adapt their internal representations to a dynamic environment. Three successes of the PSI theory in replicating human behaviour in complex tasks can be found in [42, 43, 53] .
A PSI agent does not require any executive structure that controls behaviour, rather, processes are self-regulatory and run in parallel, driven by needs. A deviation from the threshold set for a need will give rise to an intention. Intentions are committed goals that afford the satisfaction of these needs. Thus, all action produced by a PSI agent is based on a limited number of basic needs modelled through homeostatic variables including -existence-preserving needs (survival needs)-food, water and maintenance of physical integrity. These drives are relieved by the consumption of matching resources and increase by metabolic processes (in the case of food and water) or inflicted damage (in the case of integrity). -species-preserving need-sexuality. This drive reflects the need of the organism to reproduce itself. -need for affiliation-need for social experiences, e.g. to belong to a group or to be accepted by others. It increases with anti-legitimity signals such as signs of social exclusion. -need for certainty-being able to predict what will happen in a certain situation and also being able to predict consequences of (one's own) actions. The drive is achieved through exploration (to increase knowledge about the environment, hence improve prediction) and frustrated when outcomes mismatch expectations. -need for competence-being able to master problems and tasks, including the ability to satisfy one's needs. Achievement of goals increases competence, while failure decreases it.
These needs can be seen at the bottom of Fig. 3 . More than one need may be activated at a particular time leading to the activation of a few intentions with only one chosen for execution. The intention that maximises overall satisfaction of all drives will be selected. As opposed to the BDI architecture, the PSI model provides information about its decision choices. The currently active needs of Fig. 3 feeds into the intention selection process (intention selection box of Fig. 3 ) and an intention is selected for execution based on its anticipated probability of success, the degree to which it satisfies needs and its estimated urgency. If the character does not have knowledge of how to satisfy a goal, the success probability will be low, however, if its competence is high, it will perform exploratory behaviour and may consider selecting the goal. A PSI agent has three stages for intention execution of the selected intention. First, the agent tries to recall an automatic, highly ritualized reaction to handle the intention from its memory. If this is not successful or if no such reaction exists, it attempts to construct a plan, again utilising existing knowledge in its memory. If both automatic reaction and planning fail, the agent resorts to exploration by applying trial and error. Emotions within the PSI theory are conceptualised as specific modulations of cognitive and motivational processes under different environmental circumstances enabling a wide range of empathic emotional effects. These modulations are realised by emotional parameters (in oval shapes) as illustrated in Fig. 3: -Arousal is the preparedness for perception and reaction. Fast behaviour occurs under high level of arousal and becomes slower with decreasing level of arousal. This parameter increases with general pressure from the motivational system as well as the strength (urgency and importance) of the current active intention. -Resolution level determines the accuracy and deliberateness of cognitive processes, e.g. perception, planning, action regulation. It decreases with heightening arousal, e.g. when angry (high arousal), an agent will most probably not give careful consideration to the consequences of its actions. -Selection threshold prevents oscillation of behaviour by giving the current active intention priority. It increases with heightening arousal (to a certain degree). An agent is easily distracted from its current intention when the threshold is low, and is highly concentrated when it is high, e.g. when escaping threats.
Different combinations of these parameter values lead to different physiological changes and behavioural patterns in the PSI model that resemble emotional experiences in biological agents. For example, if an event leads to a drop in the character's certainty and competence, then its arousal level increases causing a decrease in the resolution level and an increase in selection threshold value. In such situation, a quick reaction is required hence a time-consuming search is not selected. The character will concentrate on the task in order to stabilise the deviated need(s) and hence may choose to carry out the first action that it found feasible.
The character may be diagnosed as experiencing anxiety due to its high needs, quick reaction and inaccurate perception and planning-a perception of emotion through recognised behaviour. Depending on the cognitive resources and the motivational state of the agent in a given situation, these parameters will adjust, resulting in more or less careful or impulsive ways of acting, as well as more or less deliberate cognitive processing. In all processes, memory functions as a central basis for coordination.
However, FAtiMA already includes perception, cognition, memory and emotions, as required by the OCC model and the implementation of coping behaviour. We therefore added the PSI model's motivational and learning components into the existing architecture. The PSI motivational system serves as a quick adaptation mechanism of the agent to a specific situation and may lead to a change of belief about another agent as shown in [54] , important for conflict resolution among ORIENT characters. PSI's other advantage over FAtiMA is that it does not require much authoring except initialising the agents with some prior knowledge. Effects of actions are learned by trial and error and highly learned behaviours are reinforced by repeated use and satisfaction of needs. By trying different goals and actions under different circumstances, the agent will learn which goal and action is the most effective in satisfying its needs. PSI agents' differences in behaviour will then correspond to different life-experiences that lead to different learned associations.
For example, in FAtiMA, for each action, an emotional reaction rule has to be written for each agent to define the praiseworthiness of the action and the desirability (or undesirability) of the action to the agent itself and to other agents. Applying PSI on the other hand allows desirability (or undesirability) of events to be derived automatically from needs-the better an action or goal satisfies need(s), the more desirable it is. This involves a slight modification of the way goals and actions are authored by including the potential effects on needs as a result of carrying out the corresponding goals or actions (explained in Sect. 4.2) but eliminates the emotional reaction rules sets completely. The same applies to the interest goals and action tendencies rule sets. Each agent in FAtiMA has a set of rules that specify its reactive actions for different situations, e.g. run when in danger. With PSI, this action is automatic because in such case, the need for integrity would be high leading the agent to choose the run action. Thus, PSI permits more flexibility both in authoring and the characters' behaviour (adaptive) than FAtiMA. The reduction in authoring may not be obvious in the case of one agent with a few goals and actions but becomes more prominent when the number of agents, goals and actions increase.
Unfortunately, this very flexibility also leads to a lack of control over the characters' behaviour. This is a problem because characters in ORIENT need to behave in certain ways so that the educational goals can be reached. This problem becomes more visible when these characters must interact with users (e.g. perhaps ignoring the user because its need for affiliation is low). According to Squire [55] , good educational games are games where narrative events situate the activity, constraining actions, provoking thought and sparking emotional responses. By making the NPCs react in certain ways, the player's ability to access information or manipulate the world is limited. This forces the player to evaluate the relative value of information and to devise appropriate goals and strategies to resolve complex problems and help them to develop an experiential understanding of what might be otherwise an abstract principle. Therefore, there needs to be a balance between characters' authored and learned behaviour. In the case of ORIENT, this would mean authoring possible goals and actions to avoid unpredictable behaviour while leaving a character to learn the effectiveness of goals and actions in satisfying its needs under different situations through trial and error. Coming back to the eating example (Sect. 4.1), a PSI agent will learn that eating when it is hungry is more desirable than eating when it is full, hence allowing it to select the best action according to its circumstances.
The advantages of combining FAtiMA and PSI
Combining FAtiMA and PSI, the problems of both psychological plausibility and control are addressed, neither of which can be solved by either architecture alone. Integrating the concept of drives into the BDI model helps us answer the two questions: What should be an agent's desires? Why should a desire be preferred over another? In this new conceptual framework, desires correspond to situation states that the agent would ideally like to bring about in order to achieve one or more of the agent's drives. All intentions and actions performed ultimately serve to achieve basic needs, and deliberation corresponds to selecting the desires that maximize the fulfilling of current needs.
Furthermore, cultural and social aspects of interaction can be modelled using FAtiMA as described in [22, 52] while PSI provides an adaptive mechanism for action regulation, fulfilling the requirements of ORIENT characters. Authors are free to decide how much information they want to provide the characters to start with and leave the rest for the characters to learn. The degree of desirability (or undesirability) of an action or event is proportionate to the degree of positive (or negative) changes that an action or event brings to the agent's drives. This desirability value can be used to automatically generate emotions according to the OCC model, removing the need to write predefined domain-specific emotional reaction rules. The other variables such as praiseworthiness and desirability for other in the emotional reaction rules are not addressed by this mechanism, but this problem is tackled through cultural parameterisation [22, 52] . Authoring of action tendencies and interest goals is also eliminated because now the characters always try to satisfy their needs which means avoiding threatening effects to their well-being.
Besides that, a simpler mechanism can be used to specify a character's personality as discussed in the next section-specification of weights for 5 needs compared to specification of thresholds for all OCC emotions. Thus, the architecture achieves a balance between learning and authoring the characters' behaviour as shown in Fig. 4 . The resulting characters will seem biologically plausible, adaptive, have motivations, emotions, personality and goals of their own as well as being able to interact socially with players.
FAtiMA-PSI architecture
In the ORIENT agent mind architecture shown in Fig. 5 , goals are guided by drives. Five basic drives from PSI are modelled in ORIENT including Energy, Integrity, Affiliation, Certainty and Competence. These drives can emerge over time or can be activated by events happening in the environment. Both Energy and Integrity are subsets of the existence-preserving need. Energy represents an overall need to preserve the existence of the agent (food and water). As the agent carries out actions, it consumes energy which means eventually, it will have to rest or perform actions to regain energy. Integrity represents well being, i.e. the agent avoids pain or physical damage while affiliation is useful for social relationships. On the other hand, certainty and competence influence cognitive processes. Note that we do not model 
Energy, integrity and affiliation drives
In the FAtiMA-PSI architecture, a goal is defined by attributes listed in Table 3 . Each goal contains information about its expected contribution to energy, integrity and affiliation, that is, how much the drives may be deviated from or satisfied if the goal is performed. It is not necessary to specify the contribution to certainty and competence since these are determined automatically as described later. Likewise, events or actions also include contributions to energy, integrity and affiliation drives. Based on this information, the importance of goals to each character at a particular time instance can be determined, allowing the character to give priority to goals that satisfy its deviated drives under different circumstances. This is an advantage over the previous FAtiMA architecture where a goal's importance is pre-authored which means that whenever a goal activation condition becomes true, the goal is always created with the same importance of success and failure, independently of the situation that originated the goal. This causes a problem in deciding which goal should be selected when there are several conflicting goals.
It is assumed that the scales for all drives are comparable, ranging from 0 to 10 where 0 means complete deprivation while 10 means complete satisfaction. An agent's aim is to maintain these drives at the highest level possible at all times in order to function properly. Each drive has a specific weight (discussed in Sect. 4.2) ranging from 0 to 1 that underlines its importance to the agent. Every time an action is executed, the agent's drives are updated according to the following equation:
The level of the drive d after action a is determined by the level of the drive at the previous instant, (Level t−1 (d) ) plus the effect that action a has on drive d, (e f f ect (a, d) ). Effects of actions on drives are fixed and predefined for a given domain. The maximum and minimum functions are used to ensure that a drive's value always remains between 0 and 10. Figure 6 gives and illustration of how effects change the level of a drive. The effects of drives are useful in the appraisal phase to create emotional impact that will be stored in the autobiographic memory and guide the agent's further actions. Since each agent has a different personality (refer to Sect. 4.2), the effect of an event may differ from one agent to another, which in turn affects their emotional and behavioural responses. For example, if the user performs an action that threatens the integrity of the Sprytes, character A (friendly) may choose to advise him/her kindly to not repeat the act while character B (hostile) may display anger towards the user. Since character A is friendly towards the user, the user may respond in a polite manner and perform actions that may restore character A's integrity, hence increases both its affiliation and integrity drives. As for character B, the user may choose to ignore it or perform more threatening behaviour that causes more harm. In this situation, character B may then perform actions that might reinstate its integrity such as apologising to the user. Thus, drives can be considered both the source of behaviour and a feedback from the effect of behaviour, a fundamental aspect necessary for learning agents.
Personality
By assigning different weights and decay factors for different drives to different ORIENT agents, characters with different personalities can be produced. For example, if character A is a friendly character, affiliation would be an important factor in its social relations, say weight 0.7 while a hostile character B would have a low importance for affiliation, say weight 0.3. What this means is that character A will have a higher tendency to show friendly behaviour compare to character B although responses may differ depending on circumstances and other factors such as like-dislike relationship. Now, if both characters have a current affiliation value of 6 and if an action with a negative effect on affiliation (for instance −4) happens, character A's level of affiliation would be 3.2 (6 + (−4 * 0.7)) while character B's level of affiliation would be 4.8 (6 + (−4 * 0.3)) based on Eq. 1. In this case, character A will work harder to satisfy its affiliation drive than character B. Additionally, a much higher decay factor on affiliation drive can be assigned to character A than to character B causing its affiliation strength to drop faster with time, further emphasising the importance of the drive to character A.
Although choosing the initial starting value for the parameters can be tricky, we have devised a mechanism to perform this based on psychological theories. First, the personality of our characters are defined by a group of psychologists using the BIG Five personality dimensions: neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness [56] . Each dimensional parameter is assigned a value ranging from 1 to 5 for each character. For example, say character A above has value 1 for neuroticism, 4 for extraversion, 3 for agreeableness, 3 for conscientiousness and 4 for openness. These dimensions are then mapped onto drives. For example, the extraversion dimension is defined by high importance in affiliation drive while the conscientiousness dimension is defined by high importance in need for certainty and competence. In order to distinguish between high importance and low importance drives, different mappings are adopted as shown in Fig. 7 . We assume that when drives have high importance, the value mapping for BIG Five to PSI is 1.0-5.0 to 0.2-1.0. When drives have low importance, the reverse mapping applies: 1.0-5.0 to 1.0-0.2. More than one dimension can affect a particular drive (e.g. the need for affiliation is affected by both the extraversion (high importance) and agreeableness (low importance) dimensions) and the final weight for each drive is calculated by averaging the mapped values for the relevant BIG Five dimensions. Thus, the weight for need of affiliation for character A would be (0.8 + 0.6)/2 = 0.7 (refer Fig. 7) . As a result, each character has a weight assigned to each need which defines the importance of the associated need to the character and influences its behavioural responses to different situations. This means different combination of weight values for needs will produce characters with distinguishing behaviour, leading to a reflection of personality. More information about this mapping can be found in [57] .
Cognitive drives: Certainty and competence
As for certainty and competence, no explicit specification of contributions to these is necessary because they are cognitive drives and their values can be calculated automatically as described shortly. Whenever an expected event fails to turn up or an unknown object appears, the agent's certainty drops. Thus, certainty represents the extent to which knowledge about a given fact/action is accurate or known. In order to model uncertainty about a given goal, ORIENT characters continuously make predictions about the probability of success of their goals (determined by the ratio of success and number of tries). These predictions are then compared with the actual outcomes (success or failure). The difference between these two values is the ObservedError (as illustrated in Fig. 8 ).
Using the current and past observed errors, we can determine the error or uncertainty in the prediction of goal success. Equation 2 describes how this is done using an Exponential Moving Average where the weighting factors decrease exponentially, resulting in the most recent data being the most important. α represents the rate at which past observations lose importance and t is the time step for the character's mind cycle. The uncertainty value is then used to determine the effect that a given goal has on the certainty drive according to Eq. 3. The calculation of this effect assumes that the goal will be successful, and as such Observed Error t+1 is given by 1 − P(g), where 1 represents the predicted successful outcome and P(g) is the goal's success probability (Eq. 9). Gaining certainty (and reducing uncertainty) corresponds to creating a more accurate model of the world. As such, goals that are relatively unexplored or that present higher error estimation (higher uncertainty) present more potential for improvement. Following this rationale, certainty is achieved by exploration of new strategies and actions, which leads to the construction of more complete hypotheses.
U ncertaint y t (g)
Please note that the character does not learn by forming new goals because this will lead to a lack of control over its behaviour. Instead, it learns by trying out different actions from a pre-specified set of actions and remembering which actions helped it to tackle a situation best. For instance, in the previous example, character B will remember that showing anger towards the user will not help it to restore its integrity. This information is stored in its autobiographic memory and is used to determine the success probability of actions/goals in satisfying a specific drive in future. Since certainty depends on the amount of known information relating to a goal, the more an agent encounters the same type of situation, the higher its certainty is regarding the situation.
Competence represents the efficiency of an agent in reaching its goals and fulfilling its demands. Success of goals increases competence while failure decreases it as depicted in Fig. 9 . There is an important simplification, which is to consider that all goals have the same contribution to competence, independently of their importance. So, the expected contribution of a given goal to competence depends exclusively on the goal's probability, as seen in Eq. 4. The constant k defines the change in competence according to the goal's success or failure.
A low competence level indicates that the agent should avoid taking risks and choose options that have worked well in the past (and thus have high probability) as shown in Fig. 9 . A high competence means that the agent can actively seek difficulties by experimenting with new courses of action that are less likely to succeed. Together, competence and certainty direct the agent towards explorative behavior; depending on its abilities and the difficulty of mastering the environment, it will actively seek novelty or avoid complexity.
Goal activation and intention selection
At the start of an interaction, each agent has a set of initial values for drives. Based on the level of its current drives, the agent generates intentions, that is, it activates goal(s) that are relevant to the perceived circumstances. In PSI only the likelihood of achieving a single drive and the level of that drive are taken into account when calculating a goal's utility.
In ORIENT however, a drive may have several goals that satisfy it (e.g. a Spryte character can gain affiliation by befriending the user or socialising with another Spryte) and a goal can also affect more than one drive (e.g. eating food offered by another Spryte satisfies the need for energy as well as affiliation). So, when determining a goal's utility (Eq. 5), all drives that it satisfies are taken into account. A goal that satisfies more drives will have a higher utility than those that satisfy fewer.
The more a goal reduces a drive's deviation, the more important that goal is (e.g. eating satisfies an ORIENT character's need for energy more than drinking). The strength or relevance of a drive is dependent on the current situation. For example, the goal of eating will be very important if the character is extremely hungry and insignificant if the character has a high level of energy. Equation 6 depicts how the utility of a goal is determined for a given drive. It corresponds to the difference between the current relevance or strength of the drive, (Str (Level t (d)) ) and the expected relevance after the goal is achieved and the effect applied to the drive, (Str(Level t (d) + e f f ect (g, d) )). The strength of a drive is determined by the quadratic difference between the maximum value of the drive and its current level (as depicted in Eq. 7). A non-linear function is applied to the utility function, U tilit y (g, d) , in order to ensure that the same effect of a goal has a higher relevance when the drive's level is low than when the drive's level is high. For instance, if a goal has an effect of +1, the utility value will be 1 if the current level of the drive is 9 and 17 if the current level of the drive is 1.
The expected utility value of a goal, (EU(g)) can then be determined by the utility the goal has on the character's drives and the expected competence in achieving the goal (as seen in Eq. 8). Additionally, the urgency of a goal which is inversely proportional to the drive levels (0: not urgent or 1: very urgent) is taken into account. GoalUrgency(g) gives importance to goals that should be activated immediately.
A goal's expected competence represents the agent's likelihood in achieving the goal. A first approach could be to directly use the goal's success probability as a measure of expected competence (Eq. 9). However, if by chance a goal reached probability 0 (for instance by failing the first time it became active), it would never be selected again since the expected utility would always be 0. For this reason, the expected competence (Eq. 11) of the agent will then be an average of its general competence (determined by the ratio of success in achieving goals, Eq. 10) and its competence in performing the particular goal. Thus, even if the goal's success probability is low, the agent can consider selecting it if it has a high general competence. On each cycle, goals are checked to see if any has become active by testing the goal's preconditions. Once a goal becomes active, a new intention to achieve the goal is created and added to the intention structure. The intention represents the agent's commitment to achieve the goal and stores all plans created for it. Since there can be more than one intention activated at any particular time instance, the character must choose one of them to continue deliberation (and planning). Applying PSI, the selection of goals in ORIENT is performed based on the selection threshold value. The current active intention is selected based on a winner takes all approach, that is, the goal with the highest expected utility value (according to Eq. 8) is chosen. An unselected goal can be activated if its expected utility surpasses the value of the current active intention multiplied by the selection threshold. Figure 10 gives an illustration of this selection process. So, if the selection threshold is high, it is less likely that another goal will be activated, hence, allowing the agent to concentrate on its current active intention.
Planning and coping
After an intention is selected, the agent proceeds to generate plan(s) to achieve it. When a plan is brought into consideration by the reasoning process, it generates and updates OCC prospect based emotions such as:
-Hope: Hope to achieve the intention. The emotion intensity is determined from the goal's importance of success and the plan's probability of success. -Fear: Fear of not being able to achieve the intention. The emotion intensity is determined from the goal's importance of failure and the plan's probability of failing.
As already mentioned, FAtiMA employs a continuous planner which monitors all events continuously in order to detect when an action is accomplished or fails. It also handles unexpected events that affect future plans, and updates all plans accordingly (e.g. when some preconditions for a goal have been achieved due to actions of another agent). This process will change the character's internal plan as well as plan probabilities leading to different emotional appraisals of Hope and Fear.
A continual check is also performed on all active goals to determine if the goal succeeds or fails. If the planner is unable to make a plan, more prospect based emotions will be generated, such as Satisfaction, Disappointment, Relief and Fears-Confirmed. In order to cope with different circumstances, ORIENT characters perform two types of coping: problem-focused coping and emotion-focused coping as in FAtiMA. These coping strategies are again triggered by emotions and personality of the characters. For instance, a fearful Spryte has a higher chance of dropping an uncertain goal than a hopeful character.
First prototype
A prototype version of the ORIENT software has been implemented and tested. There are three scenarios in the game-meal, recycling and gardening. In each scenario, the player (in the game, all three users are assumed to be one because they co-operate to submit one input at a time into the system) has a specific task to achieve and his/her main aim is to interact with the Sprytes and adapt him/herself to the Sprtyes culture so that collaboration to save the planet can be established. During interaction with the user, a Spryte character's drives change continuously depending on its own actions and the user's. Figure 11 shows the initial interaction screen shot between the user and one of the characters, Abbuk in the meal scenario. Figure 12 presents Abbuk's drives at the start of the simulation while Fig. 13 shows Abbuk's drives after the simulation ended. It can be observed that by the end of simulation, all of Abbuk's drives except certainty have increased in values. This is because the greeting goal contributes positively to the affiliation drive. From time to time, Abbuk rests to maintain/increase its energy and integrity level. And since there is no threatening situation, Abbuk's competence level also increases due to its ability to cope with the situation. However, its certainty level has dropped slightly due to decay and the non-performance of highly uncertain goal that may boost certainty.
Once Abbuk starts interacting with the user, it also makes prediction about the user's drive values so that it can take appropriate action considering its cultural attributes [22] . For example, if it is from a collectivist culture, then, the user's needs are considered as important as its own [23] . Therefore, in Fig. 13 , the user's expected drive values are listed. In this simulation, a simple user interface that consists of a drop down box for user action options is used. In the real game, users interact with the character using a mobile phone (speech input and RFID tag scanning), a Dance Mat (navigation) and a WiiMote (gesture input). For more information, please refer to [21, 24] .
The meal scenario continues with the user greeting all the other Sprytes, Evui and Errep in addition to Abbuk. Then, the user witnesses Errep picking seedpods from the ground and eating them. At the same time, Evui, the child Spryte picks a seedpod from the tree. Once Evui plucks the seedpod from the tree (level of energy decreases), Abbuk and Errep will start the education process (because picking or eating seedpods from trees is forbidden in the Spryte culture) of which the user can observe and learn about the Sprytes' culture. At this point, Evui's level of integrity, affiliation and certainty are decreased due to its unexpected action that poses threat to its well being and relationship with the community. In order to revive its needs, Evui will apologise to both Abbuk and Errep for its misbehaviour. Abbuk and Errep in turn feel sorry-for and forgive Evui, hence increasing its affiliation needs, certainty and competence. Figure 14 shows the excerpt of this interaction and Fig. 15 shows Evui's needs (a) just before picking the seedpod from the tree; (b) after being educated; and (c) after being forgiven.
Although no evaluation has yet been carried out to test the technical improvement of this architecture over FAtiMA or PSI in terms of authoring or the characters' behaviour,-difficult to do in isolation-an evaluation of the game, ORIENT was performed. Briefly, the evaluation of ORIENT was designed as an in-role experience for adolescents in UK and Germany focusing on two inter-related themes: participants' intercultural awareness; and their immersion and engagement in interactions with ORIENT. Four groups of three adolescents in each country took part in sessions of approximately two hours. Rather than being presented as explicit evaluation, the instruments used were incorporated into the role-play as Space Command debriefing and as support for the users' mission to gain greater awareness of the Spryte culture. This approach allows data capture in an interesting and engaging way. For instance, participants are required to fill an applicant form (demographic data) and the Cultural Intelligence Scale to show that they are "qualified" for the internship. More details on the instruments employed and the experimental setting can be found in [21, 58] .
In post-interaction discussions, the participants reported that they found the Sprytes and their culture engaging. They were able to identify similarities and differences between their own and the culture of the Sprytes, suggesting the basis of empathy exists. They added that these differences appeared to be believable and credible which is consistent with our aim to create adaptive affective autonomous character. Moreover, they are very interested in participating in the Sprytes' activities. Despite the positive feedback, it was found that believability as well as the emotional impact of the drama on the users could be further fostered by giving the individual Sprytes more distinctive personalities as they currently appear as cultural stereotypes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed work in developing adaptive affective autonomous NPCs for an educational role play game. Of crucial importance in the system described is the integration of a motivational system and an appraisal system with the planning mechanism. In ORIENT, characters behaviour is regulated by a biologically-inspired architecture of human action regulation combining FAtiMA and PSI so that we can take advantage of the benefits of both systems while avoiding the flaws. The resulting architecture is flexible and robust since characters are now able to learn and adapt their behaviour to different environmental circumstances depending on their needs. Moreover, the emergence of emotions resulting from and leading to various behavioural responses generates a whole range of emotional and empathic outcomes. The new addition of the motivational system to FAtiMA provides ORIENT characters with a basis for selective attention where all behaviour ultimately serves the purpose of achieving the character's drives which can be physiological, social or cognitive. Intentions are selected based on strength of drives, urgency and success probability addressing the BDI architecture's lack of reasoning in why certain decisions are chosen while others are discarded. The resulting characters learn through trial and error, allowing more efficient adaptation and empathic engagement in different social circumstances. It has to be noted that the formulas and values of parameters used to produce the characters are driven by simple heuristics that generate desirable behaviour for the application context. The successful linking of body and mind is consistent with that of humans' and hence, should produce characters with behaviours that seem plausible to a human. This is proven to some extent in the user evaluation of the game. Moreover, the designers are relieved from extensive authoring tasks. The software, which is written in Java, has been made available at the open source portal, SourceForge 6 and is reusable in autonomous agents applications.
